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Introduction and Summary of Appeal 

Berkeley Hillside Preservation and Susan Nunes Fadley seek 

environmental review of a 10,000 square-foot mansion proposed high in the 

Berkeley hills. Despite copious evidence of the significant environmental 

impacts anticipated from the combined effects of its mass and scope, its 

locale in a dense historic and architecturally-unique neighborhood, and its 

difficult physical site constraints, the City of Berkeley declared the project 

to be “categorically exempt” from any environmental review.1  

The California Environmental Quality Act indeed does not require 

environmental review for classes of projects that generally pose no 

problems, such as standard single-family homes and qualified infill 

structures. However, CEQA allows such categorical exemptions to be 

rebutted upon credible evidence that a project may have significant impacts, 

even when it arguably fits into an exempt category. 

The relevant CEQA Guideline, adopted in 1980, provides an 

exception to any categorical exemption “where there is a reasonable 

possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment 

due to unusual circumstances.” (CEQA Guidelines [14 Cal.Code Regs.]     

§ 15300.2 (c), italics added.) This District and this Division have authored 

                                                
1 Facts in this introduction are cited to the record post. 
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critical case law interpreting the exception, upon which this appeal relies. 

     The 3-story, 10,000 square-foot structure proposed by Mitchell 

Kapor and Freada Kapor-Klein on Rose Street is akin to an office building 

in both design and scale. It is sited on a steep wooded slope on a large lot in 

the seismically-vulnerable Berkeley hills. Dr. Lawrence B. Karp provided 

an expert opinion that construction of the massive structure atop its 21-foot 

foundation/plinth would entail extraordinary amounts of earthwork, 

including removal and shoring of 1,500 cubic yards of soil and removal of 

many trees. Dr. Karp observed that such extensive excavation had never 

before been accomplished in the project area outside of reservoirs or the 

University of California campus and Tilden Park. The finished mansion 

would tower 5 stories on the downhill side, with its roof looming at least 75 

feet over Shasta Road just below.  

     The Berkeley General Plan dictates that both the design and scale of 

new development must be compatible with neighborhood character in 

designated parts of the City that are defined by collections of historic and 

architecturally-significant buildings. The Kapor mansion is proposed in just 

such a renowned neighborhood. A minute’s walk leads to two of the 

densest enclaves of local landmarks, Greenwood Common and the La 

Loma Park Historic District and La Loma Steps. Architecturally- prized 
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homes in the vicinity were designed by famed architects Julia Morgan, 

Bernard Maybeck, John Galen Howard, Joseph Esherick, Ernest Coxhead, 

and William Worster. Most are less than a quarter of the size of the Kapor 

mansion, whose huge mass and starkly contrasting design would create 

material inconsistencies with Berkeley’s specific General Plan policies. 

     This Court may be assured that appellants are not trying to stop the 

Kapors from building a house, and the record contains no evidence to the 

contrary. There is, instead, wide community concern and reasonable 

insistence on full compliance with CEQA’s mandate for environmental 

review of this particular project’s geotechnical, historic, aesthetic, and 

traffic impacts, as well as its general plan inconsistencies. Appellants 

simply ask that the City conduct the environmental review required by law. 

     In the trial court, the Honorable Frank Roesch agreed with 

appellants in important part, concurring that the Kapor mansion might 

indeed have significant environmental effects relating to its geotechnical 

impacts and general plan inconsistencies. However, Judge Roesch denied 

the writ petition based on a perception that those significant impacts are 

somehow not sufficiently tied to “unusual circumstances” to fully meet the 

exception laid out in Guideline section 15300.2 (c). (Ante at 1.)  

      Having met their burden to provide substantial evidence of 
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potentially significant environmental impacts, appellants were frankly 

astonished by the trial court’s unprecedented interpretation of “unusual 

circumstances” as a bar to issuance of a writ. To inform this de novo appeal 

they have now researched the legislative history of Guideline section 

15300.2 (c). As the Court will see, the legislative history supports reversal 

and remand for issuance of a peremptory writ.  

    The genesis of the Guideline section 15300.2 (c) exception, adopted 

in 1980, was the California Supreme Court’s ruling four years earlier in 

Wildlife Alive v. Chickering (1976) 18 Cal.3d 190. The Court held that  

 … no regulation is valid if its issuance exceeds the scope of the 

enabling statute.  (Citations.) The [Secretary of the Resources 

Agency] is empowered to exempt only those activities which do not 

have a significant effect on the environment. (Pub. Resources Code, 

§ 21084.) It follows that where there is any reasonable possibility 

that a project or activity may have a significant effect on the 

environment, an exemption would be improper.  

  
(Id. at 205-206, italics added.)  The Supreme Court did not refer to 

“unusual circumstances” in its discussion.  

      There is in fact no logical separation between “unusual 

circumstances” and “significant impacts” in the context of Guideline 

section 15300.2 (c) and it is apparent that none was intended by the 
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legislature. Circumstances and impacts are inherently intertwined. The 

simple impetus for the “Significant Effect” exception, forecast and 

informed by Wildlife Alive, is that CEQA only authorizes categorical 

exemptions for projects “determined not to have a significant effect on the 

environment.” (Pub. Resources Code § 21084, italics added.) When 

circumstances converge to provide otherwise, exemption is improper. 

      The language of Guideline section 15300.2 (c) is thus grounded in 

common sense. When a project may have significant environmental effects 

despite falling into an exempt class of generally minor projects, that 

circumstance may be perceived as somewhat unusual. But it is the potential 

for significant environmental impact that qualifies the exception. The 

obvious point of categorical exemptions is to avoid the wasteful time and 

expense of pointless environmental review, while limited exceptions to the 

exemptions ensure that CEQA review is still required for any project shown 

to have potentially significant environmental impacts. 

     In this appeal, the proposed Kapor mansion squarely meets the 

exception codified in Guideline section 15300.2 (c). The record provides 

substantial evidence of potentially significant impacts, as acknowledged by 

Judge Roesch. The judgment should therefore be reversed to align with 

statutory authority, Wildlife Chickering, and other relevant case law 
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including this Division’s widely-cited ruling in Salmon Protection and 

Watershed Network v. County of Marin (2004) 125 Cal.App.4th 1098: 

Only those projects having no significant effect on the environment 

are categorically exempt from CEQA review. (Citation.) ‘[A]n 

activity that may have a significant effect on the environment cannot 

be categorically exempt.’ (Mountain Lion Foundation v. Fish & 

Game Com., supra, 16 Cal.4th at p. 124.) If a project may have a 

significant effect on the environment, CEQA review must occur …  

 
(Id. at 1107, italics added.)  

There is surely no rationale or authority to depart from established 

Supreme Court precedent, and in turn every good reason to provide the 

environmental protection mandated by law. CEQA review will 

“demonstrate to an apprehensive citizenry” that the City of Berkeley has 

“analyzed and considered the ecological implications of its actions.” 

(Guideline § 15003 (d).) It will provide objective analysis of potential 

environmental effects within an open public process and consider feasible 

alternatives and mitigation measures that can lessen impacts and still 

accomplish project objectives. Everyone benefits by such illumination. 

This Court is respectfully requested to reverse the judgment in the 

public interest and to remand this case for issuance of a peremptory writ.  
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Statement of Facts 

 In 2009, the Kapors applied for four discretionary permits to build a 

3-level single-family dwelling of 9,872 square feet [referred to herein as 

10,000], including parking for 10 cars, at 2707 Rose Street in the Berkeley 

hills. (Administrative Record [AR]1:3, 48-64.) The large site is bound by 

Rose Street, La Loma Avenue, and Shasta Road, and is situated where Rose 

Street dead-ends under the overpass of La Loma Avenue. (AR1:276, 287.)  

 

Kapor-Klein House, Zoning Submittal (AR1:169.) 

 
Berkeley City staff proposed that the project be treated as 

categorically exempt from CEQA under classes provided for in-fill and for 

a single-family home. (AR1:2,30,40.) In the first of several unusual aspects 
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of its handling of the Kapor project, City staff contended that no exception 

to the categorical exemptions should be applied but at the same time 

recommended approval of use permits that would allow exceptions to the 

average height limit and yard setback, which it found “warranted because 

of steep topography.” (AR1:2, 6, 40.) 

 The Berkeley Zoning Adjustments Board (ZAB) held a hearing in 

January 2010 to consider approval of the Kapors’ four required use permits. 

Many environmental concerns were raised at the hearing and via letter. 

(AR1:70-77, 81-82, 85, 87, 97, 99, 120-124; AR2:489-491, 495-506.)  

While four immediately adjacent neighbors support the Kapors’ 

project, scores of others who live, walk, and drive in the historic 

neighborhood, including neighbors living a few houses away on Rose 

Street and Shasta Road that will be very directly affected, objected to the 

lack of environmental review. Many decried the City’s refusal to require 

story poles consistent with its published rules and guidelines for assessing 

visual impacts (AR1:100,117); to the lack of notification to the Landmarks 

Preservation Commission (AR1:198); to the failure to research or 

accurately describe the architectural and historic significance of 

neighborhood residences (AR1:105); to the failure to adequately analyze 

seismic stability, landslide issues, impacts of massive excavation, or the 
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applicability of the Alquist Priolo Act (AR1:100,117,196, 199); to the 

failure to accurately measure the building’s proposed height and applicable 

setbacks (AR1:82,89,94,96,100,104,111,119); to the failure to accurately 

consider the visibility of the new structure or to accurately assess required 

tree removal (AR1:100,105, 117); to the failure to adequately assess the 

project’s neighborhood compatibility (AR1:71-72,74-75,81-82, 89,94-

97,99,103-105,111-119,124); to the failure to assess pre- and post-

construction traffic impacts (AR1:81,85,88,91-92,97); and to the failure to 

analyze inconsistencies with the Berkeley General Plan, ordinances, and 

policies. (AR1:74, 92,99-100,105,111-119.) 

 Despite the extensive comments received, ZAB members refused to 

continue the hearing or to honor the City’s practice of requiring story poles. 

(AR1:146) They approved the Kapors’ four project permits without any 

environmental review (AR1:161), and yet with conditions imposed to 

mitigate the project’s environmental impacts. (AR1:163-168.)  

 Co-appellant Susan Nunes Fadley appealed the ZAB project 

approvals to the Berkeley City Council on behalf of herself and 33 others. 

(AR1:186-192.) Substantial documentation, including a lengthy addendum 

with supporting drawings and photos, as well as individual letters and 

reports, was submitted to the City Council in support of the appeal. 
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(AR1:193-292; AR4:941-955.)  

Among other things, the appeal noted that Mitchell Kapor had 

publicly disclosed his intention to use “a substantial part” of the proposed 

new structure for philanthropic fundraising activities, forecasting likely 

traffic impacts on the narrow neighborhood streets beyond those occurring 

at a typical single-family residence. (AR2:311-312, 440-441.) Supporting 

documentation for the appeal also included reports regarding both the 

geotechnical aspects of the steeply sloping site and the unique historical 

and architectural character of the neighborhood. (AR1:198-199, 282-287 

[listing area architects noted ante at 2-3]; 288-292; AR2:448-449.) 

Dr. Lawrence B. Karp, a prominent geotechnical engineer and  

licensed architect, detailed the significant environmental impacts that 

would result from the unstudied massive grading, filling, and foundations 

required for the project’s size and design. Based on his review and the 

California Landslide Hazard Map, Dr. Karp found significant potential for 

seismic lurching of hillside fills and for landslides resulting from the 

grading necessary to achieve the structure’s design. (AR2:448-449.) Dr. 

Karp also noted errors in the project description. (Ibid.) 

 Dr. Karp’s “excellent credentials” were acknowledged by the 

Kapors’ lawyer, but she claimed that he must somehow have misread the 
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architectural plans relating to the expected placement of fill. (AR2:530-

531.) Dr. Karp explained to the City Council that he had not misread the 

plans. Further, he had visited and reviewed the project site and created a 

detailed section drawing that showed conflicts between existing grades and 

the proposed retaining walls. Dr. Karp confirmed his independent 

evaluation that verified his expressed opinions. (Ibid.; AR4:1089.) 

 Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association President Daniella 

Thompson, an architectural historian, notified the City that BAHA 

supported the Fadley appeal “on historic preservation issues and on errors 

and omissions in the project application.” (AR2:446.) 

 During the appeal proceedings, the City was provided with fact-

based evidence that categorical exemption from CEQA was unlawful due to 

the Kapor mansion’s many potentially significant impacts relating to: 

massive unstudied excavation of steep hillsides and creation of large 

retaining walls; material inconsistencies with City land use plans and 

policies adopted for environmental protection; the unusual size of the 

proposed structure that is out of scale with the neighborhood and historic 

character; aesthetic impacts on public views; neighborhood incompatibility 

based on the mass, scale, and institutional design of the proposed new 

building; both temporary and permanent traffic impacts relating to 
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construction and non-residential uses; and removal of mature trees. 

(AR2:525-532.) A CEQA environmental review process to analyze a 

project that would be consistent with the City’s ordinances and adopted 

plans was requested. (AR2:529,532.) 

 Appellants submitted a written response to the City staff’s report on 

the appeal. (AR2:436-462.) The City Council considered the appeal at a 

public meeting in April 2010. (AR2:523-594.) City staff provided its 

supplemental responsive report minutes before the meeting. (AR2:463-468; 

2:524.) There was no public hearing. The appellants and the Kapor 

representatives each addressed the Council for 10 minutes. (AR2:524-541.)

 No public comment was allowed, although concerned residents 

packed the City Council chambers. The Council refused a request to speak 

by a representative of its Landmarks Preservation Commission. Before 

voting, Councilmembers explained their views about the project, but none 

addressed environmental issues or the categorical exemption. (AR2:541-

591.) The majority voted to deny the appeal [6-2-1]. (AR2:591.) 

 
Statement of the Case 

      Following the timely filing of this mandamus action, the record was 

prepared and the case was briefed and argued. There are no disputes about 

the content of the record. The Honorable Frank Roesch denied the petition 
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in December 2010. (Appellants’ Appendix (AA):142a.)                                

           Appellants filed this appeal on February 22, 2011. (AA:168.) They 

filed a Petition for Supersedeas and stay request in March that was 

summarily denied in April. Following the denial of supersedeas, the 1917 

Abraham Appleton cottage on the Kapor site was demolished. This appeal 

does not seek further relief relating to the demolition. 

The Kapors have pronounced their intention to begin site preparation 

in September 2011, with an expected 14-month construction period.  

 
                                           Issue 

Did the City of Berkeley fail to proceed in the manner required by 

law when it approved four discretionary use permits for a 10,000 square-

foot mansion/garage on Rose Street via categorical exemption, without 

conducting any CEQA review, certifying any environmental document, or 

considering any feasible project alternatives and mitigation measures? 

 
                              Scope and Standard of Review 

A.       Appellate Review is De Novo 

In CEQA mandamus actions, “the trial and appellate courts occupy 

in essence identical positions with regard to the administrative record, 

exercising the appellate function of determining whether the record is free 
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from legal error.” (Bowman v. Petaluma (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 1065, 

1076.) The scope of this Court’s review of the certified record encompasses 

a de novo determination of whether or not the City of Berkeley 

prejudicially abused its discretion in approving the Kapors’ project on the 

basis of a categorical exemption from CEQA. 

There is no dispute about the contents of the record. Abuse of 

discretion will therefore be proven if the Court finds that the City did not 

proceed in the manner required by law. (Code of Civil Procedure § 1094.5; 

Pub. Resources Code § 21168.)  

Public Resources Code section 21005 (a) provides that 

“noncompliance with the information disclosure provisions” of CEQA      

— which includes whether or not an EIR is prepared — results in a 

prejudicial abuse of discretion “regardless of whether a different outcome 

would have resulted if the public agency had complied with those 

provisions.” This holding as to irrelevance of ultimate outcome has been 

underscored in a number of cases, including County of Amador v. El 

Dorado County Water Agency (1999) 76 Cal.App.4th 931, 946. Thus, an 

agency cannot find a project categorically exempt from CEQA even if it 

believes that no different outcome would result after environmental review. 
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B.  Judicial Review of Categorical Exemptions 

The Court’s consideration of whether categorical exemption from 

CEQA is proper for the Kapor mansion is a two-step process. The first 

question is whether substantial evidence supports the City’s determination 

that the project fits within a particular exempt class. If not, the exemption 

fails. But if the project arguably fits, the Court will then decide whether any 

applicable exceptions defeat the exemption.  

 
1. The Fair Argument Standard Applies to the Exception 

The exception at issue was [correctly] referred to by the trial court as 

the “Significant Effects Exception.” (AA:144.) The prevailing judicial view 

is that the “fair argument” standard applies to whether the record contains 

credible evidence of significant effects to meet the exception. (Banker’s 

Hill v. City of San Diego (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 249, 264). That is the 

standard applied by the trial court. (AA:144.)2 

Most CEQA cases discuss the fair argument standard with reference 

to the adoption of a negative declaration, but application of that standard to 

consider exceptions to categorical exemptions is identical in approach. 

Public Resources Code sections 21080 and 21100 provide that a 

                                                
2 The further question of the standard of review applicable to 

whether “unusual circumstances” are present is discussed post at 18. 
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petitioner’s burden is met under the fair argument standard unless “there is 

no substantial evidence” that a project “may have a significant effect on the 

environment.” (Italics added.) In Friends of B Street v. City of Hayward 

(1980) 106 Cal.App.3d 988, 1002-1003, this District found that the fair 

argument standard was met due to a street improvement project’s short 

term impacts (dust and traffic relating to construction) as well as long-term 

impacts, relying on the Supreme Court’s decision in No Oil v. City of LA: 

 
But if a local agency is required to secure preparation of an EIR 

‘whenever it can be fairly argued on the basis of substantial 

evidence that the project may have significant environmental 

impact’ (No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 

75), then an agency’s adoption of a negative declaration is not to be 

upheld merely because substantial evidence was presented that the 

project would not have such impact … If there was substantial 

evidence that the proposed project might have a significant 

environmental impact, evidence to the contrary is not sufficient to 

support a decision to dispense with preparation of an EIR …, 

because it could be ‘fairly argued’ that the project might have a 

significant environmental impact.  
 

Public Resources Code section 21080 (e) defines substantial 

evidence sufficient to support a fair argument of potentially significant 

environmental impact as “fact, a reasonable assumption predicated upon 
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fact, or expert opinion supported by fact.” Consistently, section 21082.2 

mandates that “substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable 

assumptions predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts.” 

CEQA Guideline section 15384 similarly provides that a fair 

argument as to whether a project may have a significant environmental 

effect is met by “facts, reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts, and 

expert opinion supported by facts.” This language thus duplicates the 

statutory authority. Guideline section 15064(f) provides that “whether a 

project may have one or more significant effects shall be based on 

substantial evidence in the record of the lead agency,” citing both No Oil 

and Friends of B Street. And subsection (f)(5) reiterates that substantial 

evidence “shall include facts, reasonable assumptions predicated upon 

facts, and expert opinion supported by facts.”  

CEQA Guideline section 15064 (g) further provides that “if there is 

a disagreement among expert opinion supported by facts over the 

significance of an effect on the environment, the Lead Agency shall treat 

the effect as significant . . .” As this District held in Sierra Club v. County 

of Sonoma (1992) 6 Cal.App.4th 1307, 1322-1323, CEQA . . .  “reflects a 

preference for resolving doubts in favor of environmental review when the 

question is whether any such review is warranted.” Sierra Club also holds 
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that a finding of no environmental impact “can be upheld only when there 

is no credible evidence to the contrary.” (Id. at 1317-1318; italics added.)  

Thus, a categorical exemption from CEQA is allowed only when 

there is no substantial evidence — defined in both statute and the CEQA 

Guidelines as facts or fact-based reasonable assumptions/expert opinions — 

supporting a fair argument that a project may have any significant effect on 

the environment, regardless of contrary evidence. The bottom line is that 

environmental review is favored and that categorical exemptions are to be 

narrowly applied in the interests of environmental protection.  

 
2. “Unusual Circumstance” is not a Separate Inquiry 

Guideline section 15300.2 (c) that is the focus of this appeal 

provides an exception to categorical exemption “where there is a reasonable 

possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment 

due to unusual circumstances.” Azusa Land Reclamation Company v. Main 

San Gabriel Basin Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165 held that “the 

question of whether [a] circumstance is ‘unusual’ within the meaning of the 

significant effect exception would normally be an issue of law that this 

court would review de novo.” (Id. at 1207.)  

However, legislative history that was apparently not made available 

to the Azusa or other courts indicates that there need be no separate 
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assessment of “unusual circumstances” to qualify for the exception. (Post at 

39-40.) As well-explained in Communities for a Better Environment (CBE) 

v. California Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 129, if a project 

that fits into an categorical exemption category nonetheless presents a 

reasonable possibility of significant environmental effects, “those effects 

would be ‘unusual circumstances’ covered by the section 15300.2, 

subdivision (c) exception.” (Id. at 129, italics added.) 

In other words, a project that fits into a categorically exempt class 

but is nonetheless shown to have a potentially significant environmental 

impact presents a prima facie unusual circumstance. Consistent with the 

approach of Azusa, that project thereby differs from general circumstances 

of a particular categorical exemption and “create[s] an environmental risk 

that does not exist for the general class of exempt projects.” (Ibid.)3 

 

 

                                                
3  In a relevant footnote, the CBE court stated that “CBE relies on 

Chickering’s statement ‘that where there is any reasonable possibility that a 
project or activity may have a significant effect on the environment, an 
exemption would be improper,’ and on Mountain Lion's reiteration that 
‘[a]ny activity that may have a significant effect on the environment cannot 
be categorically exempt.’… [T]hese statements provide the basis for the 
‘unusual circumstances’ exception of Guidelines section 15300.2, 
subdivision (c). (Id. at 129-130, italics added.) 
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Discussion  

 The Kapors are well-respected, prominent philanthropists who will be 

welcome Berkeley residents. The record contains letters from their friends 

and colleagues, as well as emails, letters, and testimony from some 

neighbors and hired experts expressing personal support for their project and 

in some cases sincere opinions that the Kapors’ proposed mansion is 

unlikely to have significant environmental impacts. Since the Court does not 

weigh such evidence under the standard of review explained above, it is 

acknowledged but most will not be referenced.  

 
 A.   Exemption Classes are Conceded 

 The City exempted the Kapor mansion from CEQA based on two 

claimed categorical exemptions: Class 3 [single-family residence] and Class 

32 [in-fill development]. (AR1:1-5.) Appellants argued at trial that Class 32 

should not apply, since it requires that in-fill development be consistent with 

applicable general plan policies, lack significant traffic impacts, and provide 

emergency services. (Guideline § 15332 (a)(d)(e).) Those requirements are 

not here met; further, the size and proposed use of the structure are also 

arguably inconsistent with a Class 3 single-family home that is exceptionally 

large by Berkeley standards. (AR2:456.)  
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 However, because the deferential substantial evidence standard 

applies to the City’s initial choice of applicable categories, appellants will 

limit their focus to the exception that defeats every class of exemption. 

 
 B.   There is a Fair Argument of Significant Impact 

 Geotechnical Impacts. The reports and testimony of Dr. Lawrence 

B. Karp, an eminent structural engineer and architect very familiar with the 

Berkeley hills over his long career, provide an ample fair argument of 

potentially significant geotechnical impacts. The credibility of Dr. Karp is 

undisputed and not at issue. The Kapors’ attorney conceded his “excellent 

credentials” while disagreeing with his expert conclusions. (AR4:934.)   

 Dr. Karp’s fact-based expert opinion supporting a fair argument of 

potentially-significant geotechnical impacts of the Kapor mansion includes: 

• The 3-story mansion [e.g., described as including a third open-air 

lower level [AR1:199, 2:464 [diagram]] requires earthquake 

resistance analysis due to its location in the Landslide and Alquist-

Priolo zone. (AR1:100-101 [drawing of earthquake zone], 2:441-

443.) The tallest portion of the building is supported on isolated 

columns, with glass walls above, which should require steel or steel-

reinforced concrete. (AR1:199.)  

 
• The Zoning Adjustment Board staff report discussed the site’s 

claimed 50% slope and 1500 cubic yards proposed for excavation, 
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and noted that ZAB’s approval “includes five conditions to address 

construction-related erosion and drainage.” (AR1:149.) These 

conditions to mitigate environmental impacts defeat the categorical 

exemption. (See post at 38-39.) 

 
• Dr. Karp wrote two reports. (AR2:448, 449; attached for the Court’s 

convenient review.) In the first report, dated April 16, 2010, he noted 

that the City’s project file that he had reviewed the day prior, April 

15th, had not included a geotechnical report. Following the filing of 

his April 16th report, Dr. Karp was contacted by City staff and was 

belatedly provided with a geotechnical report dated August 31, 2009. 

(AR2:449.) He then prepared his April 18th letter and referenced that 

information. Dr. Karp’s reports speak for themselves. They conclude 

in relevant part that “the project as proposed is likely to have very 

significant environmental impacts not only during construction, but 

in service due to the probability of seismic lurching of the 

oversteepened side-hill fills.” (Ibid., italics added.)  

 
• The Kapors’ engineering experts did not question Dr. Karp’s 

credentials or credibility but disputed his opinions and claimed that 

they believed that he had misread and misunderstood the project 

plans. (AR4:934,1061.) The Kapors’ 2009 engineering report, which 

had addressed a much smaller, earlier form of the project (a 6000 

square-foot residence with a detached carport, AR3:654) had 

acknowledged that the Kapor site “is located within a Special 

Studies Zone for potential fault rupture hazards as well as a Seismic 
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Hazard Zone for earthquake induced landsliding.” (AR3:655; 

AR4:944.)   

 
• At the City Council meeting on the appeal, Dr. Karp appeared and 

testified. (AR2:530-531.) He summarized his credentials: “I have an 

earned doctorate in civil engineering and other degrees from UC 

Berkeley including two Masters and a post-doctoral certificate in 

earthquake engineering. I am fully licensed. I taught foundation 

engineering at Berkeley for 14 years and at Stanford for 3. I was 

born and raised in Berkeley. I own homes in Berkeley. I work 

throughout the West Coast. My experience includes over 50 years of 

design and construction in Berkeley. I prepare feasibility studies 

before, and engineering during, construction of unusual projects. 

(AR2:530; AR2:1089, attached.)  

 
He confirmed that “for this project, I conducted an independent 

feasibility study.” (Ibid.) He prepared his own section drawing. 

(AR4:1085.) He read the Kapors’ experts reports that contended that 

he had misread the architectural drawings, and explained how and 

why they were mistaken. “I have been a licensed architect for many 

years and I do know [how to read plans].” (AR2:531.) He confirmed 

his reports and reiterated his conclusions regarding the “very 

significant environmental impacts that should be studied and 

mitigated.” (AR2:531-532; AR4:1089 [transcript of Dr. Karp’s 

testimony at City Council].) 

 
 Dr. Karp’s expert opinions provide an ample fair argument of the 
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potentially significant environmental effects of the proposed Kapor 

mansion. Judge Roesch agreed, finding that “Dr. Karp’s opinion provides 

substantial evidence of a fair argument of a significant environmental 

impact consequent to the Project.” (AA:157.)  

 
 Aesthetic Impacts. The CEQA Guidelines’ Appendix G Checklist 

inquires in its first section whether a project may have a substantial adverse 

effect on a scenic vista, or may substantially damage scenic resources [such 

as trees], or whether it may “substantially degrade the existing visual 

character or quality of the site and its surroundings.” (Appendix G, I, 

Aesthetics, (a)-(c).) 

 Testimony of area residents that are not qualified environmental 

experts qualifies as substantial evidence when based on relevant personal 

observations. (E.g., Oro Fino Gold Mining Corporation v. County of El 

Dorado (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 872, 882 [residents may testify as to traffic 

within their personal knowledge]; Citizens Association for Sensible 

Development of Bishop Area v. County of Inyo (1985) 172 Cal.App.3d 151, 

173 [“... an adjacent property owner may testify to traffic conditions based 

upon personal knowledge    …  ”]; Arviv Enterprises v. South Valley 

Planning Commission (2000) 101 Cal.App.4th 1333 [Relevant personal 

observations of neighbors regarding slope, dust, erosion, and access 
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problems met fair argument]; Ocean View Estates Homeowner’s Association 

v. Montecito Water District (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 396 [Residents’ 

subjective opinions regarding potential aesthetic impacts affecting private 

views and public hiking trail provided fair argument]; Pocket Protectors v. 

City of Sacramento, supra, 124 Cal.App.4th 903 [Residents’ opinions 

provided a fair argument of aesthetic impacts of housing project and its 

arguable inconsistency with adopted plans].)   

 Under these cases, input from non-experts can provide the requisite 

“fair argument” where such input is credible and does not purport to embody 

analysis requiring special training.4 Here, evidence that supports a fair 

argument of potentially significant aesthetic impacts of the Kapor mansion 

includes the following: 

• Berkeley resident Stephen Twigg provided expert opinion that the 

Kapors’ structure “will appear institutional” and out of scale with the 

neighborhood. “My judgment as a degreed artist is that … the 

appearance of this huge monolith … will seem ominous …” 

                                                
 4 In Bowman v. City of Berkeley (2004) 122 Cal.App.4th 572, this 
Court held that opinions regarding the aesthetic differences between a three-
story versus four-story housing project on busy Sacramento Street in 
downtown Berkeley did not meet the fair argument standard as a matter of 
law in the context of that case. The Bowman facts were emphasized and 
distinguished in Pocket Protectors, supra, 124 Cal.App.4th 903,939, and 
Citizens for Responsible and Open Government v. City of Grand Terrace 
(2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 1323, each of which found a fair argument based in 
part on the aesthetic impacts of housing projects in different contexts. 
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(AR1:72, italics added.) He suggested other sites. Further, the Kapors 

“are asking for a variance that will provide a more valuable view 

from the proposed site … the downside of this is that it will provide a 

less valuable view toward the site.” (AR1:73.) 

 
• Berkeley resident Valerie Herr expressed a fact-based opinion that 

the proposed house with its 10-car garage is “completely out of the 

scale and spirit of the neighborhood, which contains historic districts 

and numerous individual houses by notable local architects built over 

many decades.” (AR1:95.) 

 
• Berkeley resident Chuck Fadley explained that “the home is 

approximately three times larger than any in the adjacent historic 

neighborhood … and of significantly different aesthetic character.” 

Its “modern rectangular design … cannot be said to be fully 

compatible with most of the existing homes in the neighborhood.” 

He pointed out that “the overall height of the structure appears to be 

underestimated, as it is in fact more like three stories high at some 

points of its expanse and grade . . .” (AR1:99-100.) 

•  Resident Dawn Hawk found the project to be a “breathtaking and 

radical departure from the style of the neighborhood … My 

neighbors have begun to refer to this house as the ‘K-Mart House’ 

and it is hard to disagree with this assessment.” Further, “views in 

our neighborhood are not merely the sweeping views of the bay, 

San Francisco, the Golden Gate and Richmond-San Rafael bridges 

and Mt. Tamalpais, but also of the surrounding neighborhood. This 

massive and imposing commercial design is completely out of 
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character for this neighborhood.” (AR1:105-106.) She described the 

neighborhood’s modest but architecturally significant homes 

designed by architects such as Julia Morgan, Bernard Maybeck, 

Walter Ratcliffe, Carr Jones, and John Thomas Hudson. “Part of the 

great charm of this neighborhood is the variety of older homes 

which are a mixture of styles, but with few exceptions preserving 

the building pattern in the area which was begun in the teens.” 

(AR1:105.) 

 
• The Fadley appeal pointed out that the City staff report had noted 

that dwellings to the north do not have views across the site, but did 

not assess views toward the site. The architect’s model and 

drawings show that the building will be visible from properties to 

the north. (AR1:203.) The staff report also understated the size and 

volume of the building and how it fits into the topography. The 

proposed house is three times the size of the average home in the 

area, or four and a half times larger if one counts the total square 

footage. (AR1:204) Only five single-family residences in Berkeley 

are greater than 10,000 square feet. (AR1:157.) Out of over 17,000 

single-family residences in Berkeley, only 17 exceed 6000 square 

feet and only two of those were built after 1942. (AR1:193.) “The 

impact of this building on its surroundings will be great. Its 

construction will entail massive retaining walls to re-profile the hill, 

and the building will loom over the small canyon to the north.” 

(AR1:206.) The project does not respect the context of the 

surrounding built environment, characterized by some of the most 

historic and architecturally significant buildings in the city. 
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(AR1:443.) Single-family home sizes in Berkeley average between 

1,734 square feet and 1,970 square feet. (AR1:208; see also 209-210 

[homes over 6,400 square feet].) 

• Mildred Henry analogized “our situation here with the push to insert 

a truly enormous structure into a closely knit, longstanding, 

historically interesting residence area and big money, big corporate 

push everywhere to wipe out smallness and individuality…”. 

(AR2:429.) 

• Shasta Road resident Ira Lapidus protested that “the planned 

building is much larger than other houses in the neighborhood and 

the style is not in character with the rest of the neighborhood.” 

(AR2:431.) 

•  ZAB Boardmember Sara Shumer, who had abstained from the final 

vote, said that “the owners of the property are upstanding citizens in 

every way. And that goes to credibility. But it doesn’t go to land use 

… My concern when I visited [the site] was that I was quite 

surprised not to find any story poles. And I understand that height is 

probably not an issue. But bulk is … I was also concerned about the 

north landscape view…” (AR2:510-516, italics added.) 

• Long-term resident Ann Hughes, who ultimately supported the 

Kapor project, initially expressed the opinion that it was out of 

scale, and that “introducing a house with built square footage 

greater than the parcel size of many of the lots in the area requires 

more subtle handling than the big box — flat wall over 100 feet 

long — looming over Shasta Road 75 feet below.” (AR1:104.) 
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• Engineer and architect Lawrence Karp provided expert opinion that 

the site grading with tree and stump removal and benching will be 

necessary from the midpoint of the new building down to Shasta 

Road, resulting in loss of significant oak trees. (AR4:1029; see 

AR2:448-449.) Removal of trees will increase view impacts. The 

Fadley appeal pointed out that the Kapors’ depictions of the site 

with photo overlays and the new structure depicted as substantially 

hidden by trees was misleading and unrealistic. (AR2:441; 4:944.)  

 
    The trial court found that the evidence of potentially significant 

aesthetic impacts did not rise to the level of a fair argument. (AA: 152-

153.) Again, while this appeal is de novo, the trial court’s ruling is likely of 

interest to this Court. Judge Roesch’s decision questioned the credibility of 

some aesthetic concerns expressed by neighbors, and dismissed them as 

personally motivated. (AA:152-153.) However, no such credibility-based 

criticism was raised by the City staff, ZAB, or the City Council, and cannot 

now provide a basis for a court to discount evidence. (E.g., Pocket 

Protectors v. City of Sacramento (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 903, 934-935; see 

also 937 [“opinions of area residents, if based on direct observation, may be 

relevant as to aesthetic impact and may constitute substantial evidence in 

support of a fair argument; no special expertise is needed on this topic.”].) 
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The trial court decision mentioned only three of appellants’ twelve 

bulleted pieces of aesthetic-impact evidence (some containing multiple 

internal citations), and discounted what it perceived to be private versus 

public views. (AA:152-153.) Yet case law including Mira Mar Mobile 

Community v. City of Oceanside (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 477, provides that 

“aesthetic issues, such as public and private views, are properly studied in 

an EIR to assess the impacts of a project.” (Id. at 492, italics added.) After 

study, an agency may decide whether private views are significant. (Ibid.) 

 There is also substantial record evidence of the Kapor mansion’s 

impacts to public views. Although the Kapor house will front on Rose 

Street, the southern boundary of the lot is Shasta Road. The rear of the 

10,000 square foot home will be highly visible from Shasta just below it 

and will be perceived as if perching on a “ridgeline.” (AA:153; AR1:99-

100, 2:449 [Dr. Karp explained that there will be 78 feet vertical between 

Shasta Road and the Kapor roof].)  

 The record also notes frequent walking tours that include Rose 

Street, during which pedestrians enjoy the views of neighborhood homes: 

This area has been and continues to be the subject of numerous 

walking tours held year after year, as well as books, magazines and 

newspaper articles, and recently a documentary film. The property is 

in a neighborhood of architecturally significant houses and groups of 
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houses. Some are individually designated City of Berkeley 

Landmarks, and there are three separate historic districts including 

the Greenwood Common Historic District, La Loma Park Historic 

District, and Rose Walk & Cottages. 

 
(AR1:282; see 282-287.) The record thus presents a fair argument that the 

Kapor project may have significant aesthetic impacts affecting the public. 

   
General Plan/Zoning Inconsistencies. Adopted City plans and 

policies adopted for environmental protection are also relevant to “fair 

argument” review. Pocket Protectors v. City of Sacramento, supra, 124 

Cal.App.4th 903, 930-931, found a fair argument that a proposed housing 

project was inconsistent with an adopted area plan. The City of Sacramento 

argued that a dispute as to the issue of plan consistency should not be 

subject to the CEQA “fair argument” standard, since cities are generally 

accorded deference to interpret their own plans. 

 The Court of Appeal disagreed, reversing the trial court decision, 

finding that in addition to a fair argument of aesthetic impacts, the record 

included a fair argument of inconsistency with adopted plans under the 

standards of CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, section IX, which queries 

whether a project may “conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, 

or regulation of an agency … adopted for the purpose of avoiding or 
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mitigating an environmental effect.” (Pocket Protectors, supra, 124 

Cal.App.4th 903, 929.)  

 The Pocket Court held that “…if substantial evidence supports a fair 

argument that the proposed project conflicts with the policies of the [local 

plan], this constitutes grounds for requiring an EIR. Whether a fair 

argument can be made on this point is a legal question on which we do not 

defer to the City Council’s determination. (citations)” (Id. at 930-931.) 

Under the Appendix G Checklist, an arguable inconsistency with the plans 

and policies used by an agency to assess environmental impacts thus will 

meet the fair argument standard. This includes general plans and other city 

policies. Here, the fair argument includes: 

 
• The Fadley appeal recites a number of inconsistencies with General 

Plan Policy LU-3 Infill Development, Policy UD-16 Context, Policy 

UD-17 Context, Policy UD-24 Area Character, and Policy UD-31 

Views. (AR1:205, 99.) The appeal claims that the Kapor project is 

particularly inconsistent with Policy UD-16, for example, which 

requires that “the design and scale of new … buildings should 

respect the built environment in the area, particularly where the 

character of the built environment is largely defined by an 

aggregation of historically and architecturally significant 

buildings.” (AR1:205, italics added.)  
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The other policies with which the project may be inconsistent 

require consideration of massing, regulation of construction and 

alterations “to ensure that they are truly compatible with, and where 

feasible, reinforce the desirable design characteristics of the 

particular area,” and enhancement of vistas. (Ibid; see also 204.) 

 
• The appeal further explains that the Kapor mansion exceeds average 

height and maximum height standards. (AR1:200-201.)  

 
• Shasta Road resident Paul Newacheck explained that General Plan 

policies UD-16, UD-17 and UD-24 are neglected by “this large, 

office-like structure [that] will change the character of the 

neighborhood in a negative way.” (AR2:346.) 

 
• Attorney John McArthur of Stuart Street explained that as a 

“concerned, long-term Berkeley resident … I want to stress that this 

is not just a Rose-Street-area concern. The fair and equal application 

of zoning regulations are a major part of the quality of life for all of 

us in Berkeley. If relatively small houses receive detailed scrutiny, 

as they often do, but the largest house built in decades is 

rubberstamped … it would be a sign that the zoning board is not 

ruling even-handedly…” (AR2:348-349.) 

 
• Mitchell Kapor justified the “extraordinary size of his project by 

saying that ‘a substantial part of the home would be used to raise 

funds for community and campus groups.’” (AR2:440-441.) The 

Fadley appeal pointed out that while “these are certainly laudable 

activities,” the City limits occupations in the R-1 zone to 400 square 
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feet, and prohibits employees. The described events may increase 

environmental impacts relating to traffic and noise. (Ibid.)  

 
 The administrative record thus supports a fair fact-based argument of 

the Kapor mansion’s inconsistency with the Berkeley General Plan, 

meeting the exception for significant impacts that necessarily defeat 

categorical exemption in the interest of environmental protection.        

Judge Roesch agreed that “the record here does contain evidence sufficient 

to support a fair argument of inconsistency with Berkeley’s zoning 

policies,” including Policy UD-16, cited above, “taken in context with the 

factual underpinning stated in the appeal.” (AA:156.)5  

 
 
 

                                                
5  However, in this case Judge Roesch mistakenly held that the fair 

argument standard somehow did not apply to appellants’ claimed exception 
to the infill exemption, misinterpreting Banker’s Hill v. City of San Diego 
(2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 249, 268-269, as if that case directed the application 
of the substantial evidence standard. (AA:156, n.3.) However, Banker’s 
Hill held that while the substantial evidence standard applies to the initial 
question of whether a project fits into the infill exemption class, when 
considering the “unusual circumstances” exception “we consciously apply 
a different standard than we applied in determining whether the elements of 
the urban in-fill exemption were met.” (Id. at 281, italics added.) The 
Banker’s Hill Court appropriately applied the fair argument standard to 
evidence in favor of the exception. (Ibid.) When an arguable general plan 
inconsistency supports application of the exception [which, unlike here, did 
not occur in Banker’s Hill], categorical exemption is unlawful.  
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Traffic Impacts. Potentially significant traffic impacts of the Kapor 

mansion relate both to the many months of project construction and also to 

increased traffic caused by planned non-residential use of the 10,000 square 

foot structure for fundraising activities. Area residents may present 

evidence of current and likely traffic problems based on their personal 

knowledge. (E.g., Oro Fino Gold Mining Corporation v. County of El 

Dorado, supra, 225 Cal.App.3d 872, 882.) Evidence supporting a fair 

argument of such impacts in this case includes: 

• Rose Street resident Rick Carr explained that “a project of this size 

with the proposed amount of parking will in fact invite ‘commercial 

level use’ in terms of traffic, not consistent with current zoning.” He 

explained that Rose Street is “essentially a one lane road, with 

limited access & scarce parking,” which will be significantly 

impacted by the Kapor project. (AR1:88.) 

• Nancy and Jim Russell of the nearby historic Greenwood Common 

agreed that Rose Street is a “small, dead-end road” and requested 

adequate controls for delivery and movement of construction-related 

materials during the expected one year of construction. (AR1:90.) 

• Frederick Wyle of Greenwood Common pointed out that Rose Street 

and Greenwood Terrace are curbless and “are the only access roads 

to the … site … and are narrow roads not in the best of condition, 

with cracks and potholes. Heavily loaded truck traffic [for a year or 

longer] will almost certainly aggravate the conditions of the roads.” 
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(AR1:91-92.) Wyle testified at ZAB about the project’s “enormous 

consequences in terms of the traffic,” noting that trucks on Rose 

Street “almost always find themselves compelled to hit the edge of 

our properties, [and] even a medium truck has trouble negotiating 

that area.” (AR2:501-502, italics added.) 

• Hawthorne Terrace resident Valerie Herr, aside from urging 

construction of a smaller residence on the “very steep site,” also 

contended that the garage exit should be at the top of the site “where 

it would cause far less of a traffic hazard.” (AR1:95.) 

• Charlene Woodcock of Virginia Street decried the City’s actions: 

“To overrule existing regulations to allow for a 10-car private garage 

on a very narrow hillside street is so hypocritical, not to mention 

environmentally destructive, as to boggle the mind … How much 

consideration has been given … to the tiny 16-foot wide street that 

would have to service large trucks to remove the demolished 

building and heavy building equipment to excavate the hillside for 

this huge building and move materials to and from the site?” 

(AR1:117.) 

•  Shasta Road residents Robert and Michaela Grudin noted that 

“enormous pressure will be put on two hillside roads by traffic 

seeking to avoid congestion” from the Kapor project. “Both Keith 

Road and Cragmont Road are very narrow and winding, and are ill 

equipped to handle the burden ... the effects of this congestion on 

fire trucks and other emergency traffic up Shasta Road, one of our 

only through streets in the hills, could be catastrophic … the Kapor 
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project is likely to have profoundly disturbing effects on hill traffic 

up to 5 miles away.” (AR2:339.) 

• Buena Vista Way resident Jane Edginton pointed out that Rose 

Street “dead ends at the [east] edge of the property and is one lane 

16-20 feet wide leading up to it … the trucks and equipment 

required [to grade, excavate, and build the foundations] could not be 

less appropriate for the space and neighborhood.” (AR2:425.) 

• Co-appellant Susan Nunes Fadley, a Tamalpais road resident, 

explained that while the Rose Street right-of-way may be 25 feet 

wide as represented in the Kapor application, the actual street width 

is between 17 and 20 feet, and narrows as it approaches the dead end 

that is the access to the site. She noted that all trucks using this 

approach would probably have to back up or back down the street, 

not having enough room at the top to turn around. The stress on 

Rose Street would be enormous. All parking would be disallowed 

during construction. Many senior citizens live in the neighborhood, 

and the lack of parking and the traffic and construction noise would 

greatly impact their lives. (AR2:439.) Further, reconstruction of the 

Berryman reservoir is planned to occur concurrently, 1000 feet from 

the site, and truck access will use the same streets needed for the 

project with cumulative traffic impacts. (AR2:440, 444)  

• Consulting geotechnical engineer Dr. Karp evaluated the project and 

provided an expert opinion that “the massive grading necessary … 

will involve extensive trucking operations, as a nearby site to 

stockpile and stage the earthwork is not available.” (AR2:448.) 
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• The supplemental City staff report prepared on April 27, 2010, the 

day of the Council appeal hearing, explained that engineers who 

were consulted about project traffic impacts recommended using 

Shasta Road to remove the extensive excavated soil via 20-yard 

trucks, that a construction management plan was to be prepared later 

to consider specifics of site operations “that may block traffic,” 

provisions for traffic control, and limitations of off-site parking of 

construction-related vehicles if necessary to protect the 

neighborhood, to ensure emergency vehicle access at all times and to 

minimize neighborhood impacts for parking and circulation.  

The City staff noted that the provisions are “standard conditions 

imposed on residential development in the Hills which are not 

intended to address any specific environmental impacts resulting 

from construction of the project. Rather, they represent the City’s 

attempt to generally minimize detrimental impacts of residential 

development in the Hills.” (AR2:466.) The one “unique” project 

condition added was to provide neighbors with a draft construction 

management plan. (Ibid.) 

The City’s imposition of traffic mitigation measures also defeated 

the categorical exemption; the need for any such mitigation allows for the 

possibility that it may fail and that environmental impact may result. As 

already noted, this Court held in Salmon Protection and Watershed 

Network v. County of Marin, supra, 125 Cal.App.4th 1098, 1102, that if a 

project requires mitigation it cannot be approved via categorical exemption:  
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Only those projects having no significant effect on the environment 

are categorically exempt from CEQA review. (Pub. Resources Code, 

§§ 21080, subd.(b)(9), 21084, subd. (a).) If a project may have a 

significant effect on the environment, CEQA review must occur and 

only then are mitigation measures relevant. (Azusa Land 

Reclamation Co. v. Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster (1997) 52 

Cal.App.4th 1165, 1199-2000.) Mitigation measures may support a 

negative declaration but not a categorical exemption. 

 
 Here, there is a fair argument of potentially significant traffic 

impacts based on the significant truck traffic on narrow winding streets and 

the long duration of construction, including trucks removing significant 

amounts of soil, as well as traffic connected with contemplated fundraising 

events after construction is complete. The imposition of traffic mitigation 

measures is also fatal to the exemption; the fact that similar mitigations are 

imposed in Berkeley hills projects does not make them any less necessary 

to mitigate impacts. They differ from traffic-related impacts anticipated and 

accepted in Class 3 or 32 exemptions statewide.  

 The record thus supports an exception based on traffic impacts. 

 
C.  The Categorical Exemption Exception is Triggered by 

Potentially Significant Environmental Impact  
 
Again, the relevant exception to categorical exemptions applies 

“where there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a 
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significant effect on the environment due to unusual circumstances.” 

(Guidelines § 15300.2 (c), italics added.) The case law and legislative 

history provide guidance for interpretation of this regulation, including the 

reference to “unusual circumstances.” Guideline section 15300.2 (c) was 

adopted in 1980, originally as section 15100.2 (c).  (Appellants’ Request 

for Judicial Notice (RJN), Ex. 4 at 18, attached.) As initially adopted (and 

continuing to the present) its title was “Significant Effect” and not 

“Unusual Circumstances.” (Ibid.; see Ex. 7 at 33, attached.)  

The “authority cited” for the adoption of section 15100.2 (c) was 

Public Resources Code sections 21083, 21084, and 21085, and “Wildlife 

Alive v. Chickering, 18 Cal.3d 190.” (Appellants’ RJN, Ex. 4 at 18, 

attached.) Looking at these legislative underpinnings, the cited Public 

Resources Code sections 21083 and [former] section 21085 provided the 

Office of Planning and Research with general authority to develop the 

CEQA Guidelines for certification and adoption. Public Resources section 

21084 in turn allowed CEQA Guidelines to be prepared and adopted to 

“include a list of classes of projects which have been determined not to 

have a significant effect on the environment and which shall be exempt.”  

    The sole case cited as authority for the new Guideline section 

15100.2 (c) exemption adopted in 1980 was Wildlife Alive v. Chickering, 
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supra, 18 Cal.3d 190. The California Supreme Court in 1976 had directly 

relied on the language of Public Resources Code section 21084 to hold that 

the California Fish and Game Commission had improperly found the 

setting of the black bear hunting season to be exempt from CEQA. In 

ordering the Commission to set aside the exemption, the Court ruled that 

We have held that no regulation is valid if its issuance exceeds the 

scope of the enabling statute.  (Citations.) The [Secretary of the 

Resources Agency] is empowered to exempt [from CEQA] only 

those activities which do not have a significant effect on the 

environment.  (Pub. Resources Code, § 21084.) It follows that 

where there is any reasonable possibility that a project or 

activity may have a significant effect on the environment, an 

exemption would be improper.  

  
(Id. at 205-206, italics and bold added.)  “Unusual circumstances” were 

neither mentioned by the Supreme Court nor are any part of the 

implementing statutory authority of Public Resources Code section 21084. 

     Even before its ruling in Wildlife Alive, the Supreme Court had 

decided Friends of Mammoth v. Board of Supervisors (1972) 8 Cal.3d 247, 

before any CEQA Guidelines were adopted. It ruled that “common sense 

tells us” that the majority of private projects needing permits, like those 

“relating to the operation of an individual dwelling or small business” are 

“minor in scope” and “in the absence of unusual circumstances have little 
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or no effect on the environment” and require no CEQA review.  (Id. at 

272.) The Supreme Court logically tied “unusual circumstances” to 

potential significant effects on the environment that would be unexpected if 

related to a minor class of project.               

     Wildlife Alive was reinforced twenty years later in Mountain Lion 

Foundation v. Fish and Game Commission (1997) 16 Cal.4th 105, in which 

the Supreme Court consistently ruled that a “categorical exemption 

represents a determination by [an agency] that a particular project does not 

have a significant effect on the environment. (§ 21084.) It follows that an 

activity that may have a significant effect on the environment cannot be 

categorically exempt.” (Id. at 124, italics added.) 

  Renumbered Guideline section 15300.2 (c) is still entitled 

“Significant Effect,” and not “Unusual Circumstances.” (Appellants’ RJN, 

Ex. 7 at 33.) Together, the legislative history and the Supreme Court’s 

guidance are unambiguous. A categorical exemption is only appropriate for 

projects that have no potentially significant impacts on the environment. As 

this Court cogently held in Dunn-Edwards v. Bay Area Air Quality 

Management District (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th 644, “. . .  a project is only 

exempt from CEQA ‘where it can be seen with certainty that there is no 

possibility that the activity in question may have a significant effect on the 
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environment.’ (Guideline § 15061, subd. (b)(3).)” (Id. at 656.) It would 

make no sense for a categorical exemption to be more difficult to overturn 

than a Negative Declaration, which in turn is easily overcome by a fair 

argument of a potentially significant environmental impact. (Sierra Club v. 

County of Sonoma (1992) 6 Cal.App.4th 1307, 1322-1323; ante at 15-17.) 

   Yet, relying on Association for Protection of Environmental Values 

in Ukiah v. City of Ukiah (1991) 2 Cal.App.4th 720, 736, Judge Roesch in a 

single paragraph held that appellants’ burden was to prove the Kapor 

project so unusual that it would have impacts wholly different in character 

from others in its class. (AA:158.) The trial court essentially took the 

position that a categorical exemption can only be defeated in reliance on 

Guideline section 15300.2 (c) when a potentially significant impact is 

wholly different in kind from comparable but more minor brother-or-sister 

projects. Yet its sole cited authority, City of Ukiah, does not so state.  

 In City of Ukiah, a proposed 2,700 square foot single family home 

was about a quarter of the size of the Kapor mansion and required a permit 

only because its lot was 9 feet narrower than standard. The Court 

acknowledged that geotechnical problems could have defeated the 

exemption, but there was no credible evidence of any soil instability or 

drainage problems. The only expert opinion essentially recommended that 
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soil borings would be “prudent” but “did not suggest the possibility of 

adverse environmental effects . . . ” (Id. at 734-735, italics added.) That is 

not the case here, where potentially significant impacts are blatant.    

Consistently, this Division recently held in Wollmer v. City of 

Berkeley (2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 1329, that in considering whether unusual 

circumstances may disallow categorical exemption from CEQA, the 

Court’s “job is to ask if the record reveals substantial evidence of a fair 

argument that there could be a significant effect on the environment. “ (Id. 

at 1350.) Treating unusual circumstances as inextricably tied to the 

potential for significant effect, this Court’s review found neither. (Id. at 

1352.) Instead, the Court characterized the appellant’s position as “nothing 

more than argument and unsubstantiated opinion. What is lacking are the 

facts, reasonable assumptions predicated on the facts, and expert opinion 

supported by the facts. (Pub. Resources Code § 21082.2, subd. (c).)” (Ibid.) 

Importantly, appropriately, and consistent with the Wollmer 

decision, no California case that appellants can find has upheld a 

categorical exemption on a record that has also provided facts or fact-

based assumptions/expert opinion supporting a fair argument of potentially 

significant environmental impacts. And appellants have done just that.  

In addition to those already discussed, categorical exemption cases 
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that have considered application of the “Significant Effect” exception 

provided by Guideline section 15300.2 (c) include (listed alphabetically): 6 

• Apartment Association of Greater Los Angeles v. City of Los 

Angeles (2001) 90 Cal.App.4th 1162. A categorical exemption was 

upheld for a housing code enforcement program in the absence of 

any evidence of potentially significant environmental impacts that 

would justify an exception. (Id. at 1172-1176.) 

 
•  Azusa Land Reclamation Co. v. Main San Gabriel Basin 

Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1203-1208. Under the 

fair argument standard, the Court found that reopening a closed 

landfill had potentially significant environmental impacts and, as a 

matter of law, also held that the landfill was unusual in that it 

handled waste and was physically connected to a drinking water 

aquifer. Categorical exemption was denied.  

 
• Banker’s Hill v. City of San Diego (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 249. A 

categorical exemption was upheld for a large residential building, 

when the record did not contain a fair argument of significant 

environmental impacts due to unusual circumstances. The Court 

indicated that since it had found no fair argument of potential 

effects, it did not need to separately consider whether circumstances 

were in fact unusual. (Id. at 267, 280-281.)  

 

                                                
6 The listed cases do not include some that simply recite Guideline 

section 15300.2 (c) without applying it to any facts.  
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• Bloom v. McGurk (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 1307. A categorical 

exemption for the operation of a medical waste treatment facility 

was upheld for an existing facility, despite requiring a new permit to 

operate under a new waste management statute. The facility had 

been operating since 1982 and was not expanding, and the Court 

held that the existing facilities exemption applied since there had 

been no change in operation and there were no unusual 

circumstances. The statute of limitations had long run as to ongoing 

operations. The opinion does not reference any evidence of 

potentially significant environmental impacts. 

 
• City of Pasadena v. State of California (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 810, 

815. A lease for a parole office was held neither to constitute an 

unusual circumstance nor to have physical environmental effects. 

“The principal issue … is whether Pasadena has submitted sufficient 

evidence … that the exception to the categorical exemption was 

applicable. That turns on whether Pasadena presented substantial 

evidence of an adverse physical change related to the lease. We 

conclude that it did not.”  Categorical exemption was upheld. 

 
• Committee to Save the Hollywoodland Specific Plan v. City of Los 

Angeles (2008) 161 Cal.App.4th 1168, 1187. Categorical exemption 

was denied for a proposed new fence on an historic wall. The Court 

found that there was no substantial evidence that the project properly 

fit into the minor alteration category, but also recited the 2-step 

Azusa test regarding unusual circumstances and significant effect. 

(Id. at 1186-1188.) 
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• City of Santa Clara v. LAFCO (1983) 139 Cal.App.3d 923. The 

Court reversed a categorical exemption based on potentially 

significant impacts from annexation of land prezoned for agriculture 

but designated for development in the applicable general plan. 

Categorical exemption was denied because under the exception 

provided by Guideline section 15100.2 (c), the former version of the 

current section, the inconsistency between the zoning and general 

plan was an unusual circumstance that might lead to significant 

environmental impacts. (Id. at 932-933.)  

 
• Davidon Homes v. City of San Jose (1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 106. A 

categorical exemption was denied for adoption of a geologic hazard 

ordinance allowing borings. The City’s conclusory recitation that the 

ordinance would have no potential significant impact was 

unsupported. (Id. at 114-155.) The Court referenced Guideline 

section 15300.2 (c)’s exception that requires a challenger to produce 

evidence of a “reasonable possibility of adverse environmental 

impact sufficient to remove the project from the categorically 

exempt class.” (Id. at 115.) 

 
• Dunn-Edwards v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District 

(1992) 9 Cal.App.4th 644. A categorical exemption for amendment 

of air quality regulations was denied because there was a fair 

argument of significant environmental impacts. The Court noted that 

a project is only exempt from CEQA “[w]here it can be seen with 

certainty that there is no possibility that the activity in question may 

have a significant effect on the environment … if the court perceives 
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there was substantial evidence that the project might have an adverse 

impact, but the agency failed to secure preparation of an EIR, the 

agency’s action must be set aside because the agency abused its 

discretion by failing to follow the law.” (Id. at 656.)  

 
• Fairbank v. City of Mill Valley (1999) 75 Cal.App.4th 238. A 

categorical exemption for a 5,855 square foot commercial building 

in an urban downtown was upheld when there were neither 

significant potential environmental impacts nor any unusual 

circumstances. Comments relating to existing traffic and parking 

concerns that could be exacerbated by the project were minor and 

unsubstantiated. 

 
• Hines v. California Coastal Commission (2010) 186 Cal.App.4th 

830. Using the fair argument standard, this Court found no 

substantial evidence of potentially significant environmental impacts 

of a 1200 square-foot home and 400 square-foot garage proposed in 

the coastal zone, and thus upheld a categorical exemption. 

 
• Lewis v. Seventeenth District Agricultural Association (1985) 165 

Cal.App.3d 823. A categorical exemption for auto racing at a 

fairgrounds was denied because the Court found significant 

environmental impacts directly related to the unusual circumstance 

of the adjacency of residential areas to the racetrack. (Id. at 829.) 

 
• Magan v. County of Kings (2002) 105 Cal.App.4th 468. The Court 

noted that a project is not exempt if there are unusual circumstances 

that “create a ‘reasonable possibility’ that the activity will have a 
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significant effect on the environment. A challenger must therefore 

produce substantial evidence showing a reasonable possibility of 

adverse environmental impact sufficient to remove the project from 

the categorically exempt class.” (Id. at 464.) The Court upheld an 

ordinance regulating sewage sludge as categorically exempt because 

the appellant had “failed to produce substantial evidence to support 

any exception …” (Id. at 477.) 

 
• McQueen v. Board of Directors of the Midpeninsula Open Space 

District (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 1136. This relatively early case 

denied a categorical exemption when an agency acquired 

contaminated property and was pursuing plans for its remediation. 

The Court found potentially significant environmental impacts based 

on the agency’s activities affected by the unusual, contaminated 

condition of the property. (Id. at 1146-1150.) 

 
• Meridian Ocean Systems v. California State Lands Commission 

(1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 153. The State Lands Commission had 

initially adopted a categorical exemption for a geophysical research 

project, but later decided to prepare an EIR when potentially 

significant environmental impacts were identified. Meridian Ocean 

Systems sued to require the Commission to reinstate the categorical 

exemption so the company could continue with seismic research. 

The Court of Appeal denied the categorical exemption reinstatement 

request, because there were adequately demonstrated potential 

significant impacts. (Id. at 164-165.) 
 

• Myers v Santa Clara County (1976) 58 Cal.App.413. This Court 
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overturned a categorical exception for a 3-lot subdivision, warning 

that “one of the easiest methods for evading CEQA is by 

misclassifying projects as categorically exempt.” (Id. at 431.) The 

Court set aside an exemption based on evidence that “each dwelling 

in the project” presented unusual circumstances, including 

disturbance of natural conditions with improvements, grading on a 

steep hillside, long leach lines near a stream, removal of 9 specimen 

scenic oak trees, grading away 8400 square feet of brush, and 

inadequate water for fire protection. (Id. at 426.) The Court held that 

“these explicit claims, even if exaggerated or untrue, are sufficient to 

remove the subject project from the class ‘Where it can be seen with 

certainty that there is no possibility that the activity in question may 

have a significant effect on the environment, . . .’” (Id. at 427.) 

 
• San Lorenzo Valley Community Advocates for Responsible 

Education v. San Lorenzo Valley School District (2006) 139 

Cal.App.4th 1356. Noting that exemptions from CEQA are to be 

narrowly construed since environmental review is avoided, the Court 

upheld a categorical exemption for a school closure without  

sufficient evidence of either potentially significant environmental 

impacts or unusual circumstances. (Id. at 1381, 1395.) 

 
• Santa Monica Chamber of Commerce v. City of Santa Monica 

(2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 786. Categorical exemption was upheld for a 

permit-only parking district. While discussing unusual circumstances 

at some length, the Court found that there was insufficient evidence 

of a reasonable possibility of significant environmental impact and 
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therefore no exception to the applicable exemption applied. The 

parking district simply provided preferential parking for residents 

instead of commercial users. (Id. at 800 -802.) 

  
• Turlock Irrigation District v. Zanker (2006) 140 Cal.App.4th 1047. 

The adoption of water conservation rules was upheld as categorically 

exempt. “In the first place, even if these circumstances were 

‘unusual’ in some sense, there is no showing that the circumstances 

operate through the rules to create a reasonable possibility of a 

significant adverse effect on the environment. In other words, the 

question is … whether [unusual circumstances] could possibly cause 

the rules to have a significant effect on the environment.”  

 
Thus, under all of the case law, a categorical exemption has never 

been upheld when a record supports a fair argument of potentially 

significant environmental impacts. Further, cases in which such impacts 

have been identified have ruled that they constituted unusual circumstances. 

 
D.  The Kapor Project Presents Unusual Circumstances 
 
As discussed at above, the record amply demonstrates that the Kapor 

mansion would have potentially significant environmental impacts. (Ante at 

20-38.) While appellants believe that Guideline section 15300.2 (c) does 

not require separate proof of inherent “unusual circumstances,” many 

factors contribute to the enumerated environmental impacts.  
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As held in Communities for a Better Environment v. California 

Resources Agency, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th 98, when a project initially fits 

into a categorical exemption class but nonetheless demonstrates potentially 

significant impacts relating to such matters as “aesthetics, cultural 

resources, water supply and health and safety,” those effects “fall within the 

concept of unusual circumstances . . .” (Id. at 129.) The issues in this case 

similarly align. The very fact that a normally exempt project has 

demonstrable environmental impacts is adequate evidence that it is unusual.  

Here, such circumstances are interwoven within the evidence of 

likely environmental impacts. Without repetitively referencing all of the 

evidence already catalogued upon which appellants rely, a short summary 

of some of the unusual circumstances includes: 

 
Size and Design. The Kapor house and garage are proposed as one 

structure of almost 10,000 square feet. It would be 110 feet long and rise 

over 55 feet from natural grade. At that size, it is not comparable to a 

standard single-family home, but is a mansion — in common usage defined 

as a “very large dwelling house” of  “over 8,000 square feet.” 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mansion.)  

The Kapor structure would be among the five largest single-family 

homes out of over 17,000 in Berkeley. Only ten others even exceed 6,400 
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square feet. (AR1:194; AR2:443; AR3:811-813.) In addition to its many 

construction-related impacts, its size will arguably affect area views. Even 

after trees are planted, they “will have to attain a height of at least 50 feet in 

order to mask the north side  . . . The effect may not be attained for 

decades, if at all.”  (AR1:203.)  

As pointed out by Dr. Larry Karp, in his decades of local experience 

the scope of the Kapor construction “has never before been accomplished 

in the greater area of the project outside of reservoirs or construction on the 

University of California Campus and Tilden Park.”  (AR2:448.) 

 
Environmental Setting. The Kapor site is located alongside a 

major trace of the Hayward fault and is mapped within a state-designated 

earthquake-induced landslide hazard zone. (AR2:448; AR3:655.) Rose 

Street is a narrow, steep, single-lane road. The neighborhood is defined by 

its aggregation of historically and architecturally significant buildings, most 

of them relatively small in size, and is the subject of frequent walking tours. 

(AR1:198-199, 282-292.)  

The landmark Greenwood Common and the La Loma Park Historic 

District and La Loma Steps are only a minute’s walk away. The Berkeley 

General Plan requires that “the design and scale of new … buildings should 

respect the built environment in the area, particularly where the character 
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… is largely defined by an aggregation of historically and architecturally 

significant buildings.” (AR1:205, italics added.) 

  
Site Constraints. All of the reports and testimony of Dr. Karp 

underscore the unusual circumstances presented by significant geotechnical 

site constraints. (AR2:448-449; AR4:1085,1089, attached.) To conform to 

the maximum allowed height, the large structure would be perched on a 

steep hillside on 700 yards of fill needed to re-contour the terrain. 

Construction would require massive earthwork, benching and keying. 

(AR4:1085.) Intrusive trucking operations would be required since there is 

no convenient site in the vicinity upon which to stockpile and stage the 

earthwork. (AR2:448.) Dr. Karp concluded that with a building this 

unusually high and this large on such a steep slope, all shrubs and trees 

would have to be removed for grading, and retaining walls totaling 27 feet 

would be necessary to achieve grades. (AR2:449.) 

 
Conclusion 

 The Kapors’ 10,000 square foot mansion is assuredly not a typical 

single-family residence that is definitively free of significant environmental 

impacts. It is a huge project that will substantially alter its constrained 

location and change the character of a magnificent vintage neighborhood. 
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Credible expert analysis foretells “very significant environmental impacts 

not only during construction, but in service due to the probability of seismic 

lurching of the oversteepened side-hill fills.” (AR2:449.) 

 Under the applicable fair argument standard of review, the 

categorical exemption is insupportable. Issuance of a peremptory writ on 

remand will ensure that environmental concerns will be objectively 

reviewed, that the historic Rose Street neighborhood will be adequately 

protected, that project alternatives and mitigations will be considered, and 

that building parameters and applicable regulations will be fairly described 

and applied in a fully participatory public process. Only then will CEQA’s 

mandates have been honored and will the Berkeley City Council have the 

information it needs to fairly exercise its discretion. 

 This Court’s reversal of the judgment is respectfully requested. 
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